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75 years of aviation excellence

                                            Click to watch the video
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						                   “When you receive OEM recommendations for an oil conversion, the decision to switch is simple.” Rotorlift Aviation

                                            See what our customers are saying
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						                   Looking for an approved turbine oil or hydraulic fluid for your fleet? We have the industry approvals you need. 

                                            Find your solution
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						                   Reliable supply means no downtime. That’s why we have an extensive global, optimized distributor network to supply products when and where you need them.

                                            Find one near you
					                    

				                    



                        

                        
                        
                        


    	
                
        
	
                
            



    Page Content
Trusted on the ground. Proven in the air.
Eastman turbo oils, Skydrol™ aviation hydraulic fluids, and SkyKleen™ aviation solvent
Do your aviation fluids cost more than you realize? Turbo oils and hydraulic fluids can significantly impact maintenance and aircraft performance. That’s why it’s important to work with an industry leader that understands your need to operate as efficiently and cost effectively as possible.
With every can of fluid you buy from Eastman Aviation Solutions, you’ll get personalized technical support to keep your fleet up and running. We’ll work to ensure you have improved reliability for on-time performance. Plus, our secure global supply chain will deliver what you need when and where you need it, backed by a dedicated customer service team.
With the combined industry experience of our technical service team, we have hundreds of years of expertise to provide you innovative products and solutions while maintaining a commitment to safety and sustainability.
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50+ years. 2+ billion flight hours. Proven performance.
Eastman turbo oils
Do you want peace of mind? Eastman turbo oils have billions of hours of proven performance. Whether you need a leading high performance oil, better engine health, reliable performance across a wide temperature range, advanced APU performance, or an oil formulated specifically for helicopters, you’ll find an Eastman product that’s right for your fleet and bottom line.
 
               Read more.
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Industry-leading, fire-resistant
Skydrol™ aviation hydraulic fluids
Your fluid choice can impact your aviation hydraulic system, so you need proven performance that meets Type IV and Type V hydraulic fluid requirements. Skydrol was the industry’s first fire-resistant aviation hydraulic fluid, and it remains the most advanced, supported by recognized experts in phosphate-ester fluid technology. With Skydrol, you get a proven product and access to our technical experts and unique sample analysis program.
 
               Read more.
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Environmentally safe and smart solutions
SkyKleen™ aviation solvent
Cleaning is an integral part of your day in the hangar. Whether it’s aircraft parts or surface prepping, you need an effective and economical aviation solvent. SkyKleen is a new-generation solvent that combines excellent cleaning performance with environmentally friendly characteristics.
 
               Read more.
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